WHY CAPITOL TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY?
Each day, new and evolving technology is propelling the world forward
with analysts, engineers, software designers, and data experts in the
driver’s seat. Leading the charge for the future of tech are Capitol
Technology University’s graduates.
Our name says it all. Innovative, industry-specific programs are hard-wired
to integrate scientific theory with real, hands-on experience. Capitol Tech
students learn from expert faculty, who have years of proven experience,
to help them gain the knowledge and will to find a way or make one. The
result? Graduates with job-ready skills and high-demand degrees attract
corporate and government recruiters.
There are plenty of colleges that offer STEM education, but you won’t find
a university that lives, breathes, creates, and delivers technology career
opportunities as reliably as Capitol Tech. If you’re ready to be a leader in
the technology world, Capitol Tech is the place to charge up your future.

With 39,368 job openings, Forbes ranks
Washington D.C. #2 in “Ten Best Cities
for STEM Jobs Right Now.”

Located just outside of Washington D.C. in Laurel, Maryland,
is Capitol Tech’s bustling campus.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

YOUR INGENUITY
THE DATA IS CLEAR: YOUR POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
Our world is increasingly operating with the help of intelligent and assistive systems that are
powered by machine learning, predictive inferencing, and data mining algorithms. Critical to
the advancement of these technologies are uniquely educated professionals—equipped with
the skills and broad-thinking capabilities that Capitol Tech develops in our Computer Science
program. We provide the environment and resources to ensure that you’re trained in the
specialized, practical, and analytical knowledge that technology companies everywhere seek.
Our programs combine the rigorous hands-on education you need with the flexibility to explore
additional areas of interest you’ll want. In short, we think you’ll find that we’ve perfected the art
of computer science education here.

“Capitol followed through on every promise they
made. I’m still getting job opportunities constantly,
even when I’m not looking. Having that kind of job
security has been amazing.”
— Kierra Jiles ‘17, Computer Engineer @ The U.S. Department of State

CYBERSECURITY

YOUR READINESS
BECOME A POWERFUL FORCE FOR GOOD
While today’s technological wonders improve and enrich lives, their connectivity also carries
constant risk to the people and communities who use them as bad actors threaten the
security and integrity of our data. Due to our location, Capitol Technology University attracts
some of the world’s leading experts, government authorities, and corporate enterprises that
are vested in helping our students become the cybersecurity professionals our nation needs.
Our program has long been recognized by the Department of Homeland Security and the
National Security Agency as a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense
Education and recently won the title of Best Cybersecurity Program in the Nation by SC Media.
If you’re ready to become a hero, you won’t find a better training ground than Capitol Tech.

“My job requires flexibility. Capitol Tech prepared
me for this with foundational knowledge in
various fields within cybersecurity. Today, there’s
work that’s directly related to what I learned.”
— Glenn Andal ‘14, Senior Cybersecurity Engineer @ The MITRE Corporation

The secret to our success is in our award winning faculty.
Our Chair of Cybersecurity, Dr. William (Bill) Butler was named Outstanding
Educator by SC Media in 2021.

$82,839

Average Starting Annual Salary
for Entry-Level Software Engineer
(Source: Glassdoor, 2021)

UNMANNED AND AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

By 2025 the Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle market is expected to be

$45.8 billion.

YOUR TRAJECTORY
THE SKY IS LITERALLY THE LIMIT FOR YOU
Today, more industries than ever are discovering the advantages of unmanned systems.
Corporations and organizations are increasingly relying on drones and autonomous
technology to help them accomplish what was unthinkable just a few years ago.
Accordingly, we’re providing a broad foundation that professionals in the field will
need. The Unmanned and Autonomous Systems program at Capitol Tech provides a
broad-based foundation in flight operations, sensors, mission planning, data collection,
aeronautical technologies, and surveillance. Whether it’s expediting services, exploring
new frontiers, or saving lives in the air, on the ground, or under water, the unmanned
systems field is growing rapidly—due in no small part to the training our graduates receive.

“We have found that Capitol Tech students hit the ground running.
They have done assignments centered around the NASA life-cycle
so they already know what we often have to teach first-year
employees. We always look for individuals who work well in a team
environment and we have found them in Capitol Tech graduates.”
— Juan Cifuentes, Integration Lead, General Dynamics Mission Systems

5

Our students have launched

5 payloads into space
in the last 6 years!

ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

YOUR REACH
THE GALAXY IS YOUR WORK SPACE
The Astronautical Engineering program at Capitol Tech is commonly known by another
term—rocket science. It’s also known, and widely respected, as one of the best destinations
for anyone serious about working at NASA or global companies serving the space flight
industry. In addition to gaining a solid understanding of space operations and technology,
you’ll be using software that replicates real-life satellite controls at our Space Flight
Operations Training Center (SFOTC). Furthermore, you’ll acquire engineering, spacecraft
development, and data analysis skills from professors with industry experience as you are
trained to become a mission specialist. If you’re looking for a launchpad into a career in
space operations, look no further than Capitol Tech.

“Capitol Tech students graduate with actual
experience in operating orbiting spacecraft.
From day one, they are capable to operate,
perform anomaly analysis, and contribute to
mission operations.”
— Stephen R. Hammers, President, the Hammers Company

M E C H AT R O N I C S A N D R O B O T I C S

YOUR IMAGINATION
SMART MACHINES NEED SMART ENGINEERS
Robotic systems are integral to a wide range of functions today that are too dangerous,
repetitive, or unnavigable for humans to perform—and are thus freeing people to apply
their brainpower and creativity to solve critical problems. As the need for sophisticated
robotic solutions rises, so has the demand for professionals with wide-ranging knowledge
in engineering and computer technology, such as those graduating from our Mechatronics
and Robotics program. As a student, you’ll study electrical, mechanical, computer, and
robotics engineering technology principles that are critical to aerospace, automotive,
healthcare, manufacturing, mining, and many other industries. The only thing you won’t
receive from this program is lack of attention from employers.

“The engineering field is not cookie cutter; there are a lot of different types of
engineering. But, if you are interested in robotics, what part of robotics? You can
be a good programmer and still be involved in creating the robot. You can be
a good electrical engineer and help to assemble and come up with awesome
parts for the robot. You can be a cyber expert and still be part of a robotics team.
Why you want to be an engineer should come from how you want to contribute
that relates to your interest.”
— Dr. Garima Bajwa, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Capitol Technology University

$93,143

Average Starting Annual Salary
for Entry-Level Electrical Engineer
(Source: Glassdoor, 2021)

MANAGEMENT

YOUR CONNECTIONS
LEAD THE FUTURE OF COMPETITIVE GAMING
Capitol Technology University’s Bachelor of Science in Esports Management degree, the first and
only program of its kind in Maryland, is designed to meet the rapidly growing needs of the Esports
industry. The fastest-growing field in the entertainment world, esports is expected to generate $1.1
billion in revenue, is growing at a rate of 15.7% a year, and capture a global audience of over 495.0
million viewers as predicted in the research firm Newzoo’s 2020 report.

20%

OUR BOTTOM LINE IS RAISING YOUR
MANAGEMENT STOCK
You can get a business degree almost anywhere. Capitol Technology University’s undergraduate
business programs are different. After graduation you’ll not only have a sought-after degree, you’ll
also have the hands-on skills, practical experience, and understanding of the technology that

of C-level executives

drives businesses to optimize technology assets and human resources. In addition to gaining

now use machine

foundational business knowledge, like accounting and marketing, you’ll learn how for-profit and

learning as a core part
of their operations.

non-profit organizations operate effectively, understand how technology is applied to achieve
business objectives, and gain insight into how effective leadership strengthens business strategies
and competitive advantages. When it comes to your future, we’re in the business of your success.

ENGINEERING

YOUR CREATIVITY
WHATEVER ENGINEER YOU WANT TO BE,
CAPITOL TECH CAN MAKE YOU A BETTER ONE
Engineers are modern-day magicians, turning the theoretical into the practical. It’s no
wonder that engineers are a special breed, which is why Capitol Technology University’s
engineering programs cultivate a find-a-way-or-make-one spirit and skillset in graduates that
employers love. Our engineering education offers a hands-on, practical learning experience
as well as abundant opportunities to pursue specialized disciplines and interests. Plus, we
offer courses in the humanities and social sciences that will deepen your understanding of
how engineering outcomes relate to professional and ethical issues. Overall, you’ll find that
we’ve engineered an engineering program you need to check out.

“Capitol Tech set me on my path. With my
Engineering degree, I gained a broad view of
different things…my education is extremely relevant
to the work that I’m doing now.”
— Lisa Sedares ‘13, Project Engineer @ The Aerospace Corporation

OUR SIX UNIQUE LABS SERVE AS A PLAYGROUND WHERE YOU CAN
JOIN STUDENT COMPETITIONS, TEST PRODUCTS, SOLVE PROBLEMS,
EVALUATE SOFTWARE, AND WATCH IDEAS COME TO LIFE.

OUR LABS
Our six unique labs serve as a playground where you can join student competitions, test products, solve problems, evaluate
software, and watch ideas come to life.
QUANTUM COMPUTING LAB

SPACE OPERATIONS INSTITUTE

MECHATRONICS & ROBOTICS LAB

CYBER BATTLE LAB

FUSION LAB

Our Quantum Computing and Cryptology
Research Lab coordinates quantum
computing and cryptology research at
Capitol Technology University, stimulating
meaningful exchange between faculty,
students, and community partners. The
lab provides modern computing facilities
and software to allow students to explore
and conduct research in the field. Current
research topics include lattice-based
algorithms for post-quantum computing,
quantum information theory, the impact
of quantum computing on artificial
intelligence and machine learning, and a
comparative study of machine learning
algorithms in traditional programming
languages versus quantum programming
tools. Become part of the emerging field of
quantum computing that experts see as
key to the future.

Learn how to plan, conduct, and manage
a spacecraft mission in our Space
Operations Institute, featuring our Space
Flight Operations Training Center (SFOTC).
The center provides a comprehensive
platform developed in partnership with
The Hammers Company for real-time
training in a virtual satellite environment,
replicating situations students would
actually face as mission control
specialists. Students gain understanding
and experience in overseeing any number
of scenarios, including responding to and
overcoming unexpected events such as
a loss in communications or a systems
failure. The SFOTC is one of the most
sophisticated training environments
available today and an invaluable resource
for future space engineers.

Want to know how robots can serve
you right now? Any student who has
participated in a robotics competition as
a high school junior or senior, and has
been accepted to Capitol Technology
University, is eligible for a Robotics
Scholarship of $20,000! Capitol
Tech offers an unlimited number of
renewable Robotics Scholarships and
is among the nation’s TOP FIVE most
generous institutions for FIRST (For
Inspiration and Recognition of Science
and Technology) Robotics scholarships.
We take robotics seriously—which is
why we even have a fully equipped
mechatronics and robotics lab
where you can build and refine your
creation with our robotics club and
competition team.

One of the biggest threats to cyber
terrorists today is the expertise
cybersecurity students gain at our
Cyber Battle Lab (CBL), one of the
leading programs for cybersecurity
education in Maryland. Here, the
latest hacker attacks and strategies
are simulated, analyzed, and solved,
giving our students the practical and
hands-on knowledge they need to
succeed when they graduate. The
Lab is also the training ground for
our cyber team that competes on a
national level against colleges and
universities around the country. If
you’re ready for real-world cyber
battle action, the CBL is where you
need to be.

While the Fusion Lab is a space that
is run by students of all majors, it
is a special hub for Astronautical
Engineering (AE) students. They work
on individual projects, club and contest
challenges, as well as high-altitude
balloons and CubeSat payloads. The
lab also hosts AE-related student
organizations such as the Model
Rocketry Club. The lab embodies the
AE Department’s philosophy of having
projects be student-run and studentled. The two major objectives for the
Fusion Lab are to encourage students
to work across disciplines and to
show the rest of the campus the latest
awesome AE projects! Experience the
open and welcoming atmosphere that
allows for multidisciplinary “fusion”
projects.

COMPUTATIONAL AND UNMANNED
AND AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS LAB
From search and rescue operations to
agriculture and retail, drones and other
unmanned autonomous systems (UAS)
are revolutionizing the way we live.
In Capitol Tech’s Computational and
Unmanned and Autonomous Systems
Lab, you will have the opportunity
to explore the multitude of UAS
applications and even devise new ones.
You’ll practice UAS programming and
use guidance, navigation, and control
technology to carry out a wide variety
of missions. You’ll be working with
avionics, sensors, and other payloads,
and incorporating them into airborne,
surface, and subsurface vehicles.
Through projects at the lab, you’ll work
closely with industry partners as they
research autonomous technology and
investigate future uses.

RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
Capitol Technology University is a small, close-knit school that is making big waves. Here are a few highlights of what our
students are accomplishing.
NASA FUNDED CUBESAT IS
LAUNCHED BY VIRGIN ORBIT

OUR SIGNAL-9 TEAM REACHED THE
MACCDC REGIONALS

HIGH-POWERED ROCKETRY
CERTIFICATION

In 2015, Capitol Tech was awarded a
NASA CubeSat Launch Initiative ‘free
launch’ via Virgin Orbit for a studentbuilt payload that would fit into a 30cm
x 10cm x 10cm ‘3U’ CubeSat frame.
The build involved the frame, test gear,
communications system, solar panels,
and ground system. Over 30 students
participated in Capitol’s ‘Cactus-1’
CubeSat project over its 3-year build
cycle. While waiting for launch, the
original students graduated and moved
into successful careers. After several
canceled and rescheduled launch
dates, the current students involved,
watched as Virgin Orbit successfully
launched Cactus-1 along with 8
other CubeSats on January 17 2021!
Cactus-1 orbits every 90 minutes, and
flies overhead Capitol twice a day for
10 minutes at a time at which time
students can communicate with it.

Capitol Tech’s Signal-9 cyber
competition team participated in the
annual Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Cyber
Defense Competition (MACCDC), where
they hacked their way to the regional
finals. Students competed in a scenario
themed around a highly topical event—
the global pandemic AKA COVID-19.
They were tasked with solving complex
problems related to the data security of
government and healthcare industries.
Working with real-world numbers,
competitors fought to protect sensitive
information and keep details of contact
tracing, case metrics, and outbreak
locations accurate and distributed
through the correct channels to
relevant organizations. Participants
also had to ensure the crucial
information was delivered in a timely
manner due to the ever-changing
nature of the pandemic.

Rocketry club vice president, science
lover, and Capitol senior Christian
Michael recently achieved his level 2
high powered rocketry certification,
which means he’s part of a selection
of students able to launch highpowered rockets whose motors fall
within a certain impulse class. The
certification process involves building
and launching a model rocket which
is assessed by a team who checks for
competence in safety and construction
practices. High-powered rocketry
differs from standard model rocketry in
that high-powered rockets have more
powerful motors and can therefore go
higher and faster, some even capable
of reaching supersonic speeds. Michael
was advised by his professor Alex
“Sandy” Antunes, and hopes to achieve
level 3 certification in the near future.

CAPITOL TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY MERIT SCHOLARSHIP GRID

MORE WAYS TO CHARGE UP YOUR FUTURE

At Capitol Technology University, your high school academic achievements lead directly to merit scholarships. Below is a grid
that enables you to see how your GPA and advanced classes can add up to significant financial rewards over four years.*

There’s a wide range of technology-focused undergraduate programs to choose from at Capitol Technology University. Each is
designed to give you the practical, hands-on knowledge you need to succeed in today’s marketplace.
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Richard J. Heimen Scholarship

• Professional Trades Administration *
• Software Engineering
• Technology and Business
Management
• Unmanned and Autonomous
Systems
* Online Programs

** On-Campus and Online

We offer two unique promises: 1. Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP): First-time-freshmen who don’t earn a salary
of at least $50,000 within 18 months of graduating from Capitol with a Bachelor’s can get assistance repaying loans! 2. The
Capitol Commitment: After earning a Bachelor’s degree from Capitol, if you don’t find employment in your field within 90 days of
graduation, we’ll provide up to 36 additional credits for free while you continue searching.

courses will be invited to our Capitol Scholars Program
to compete for additional scholarships up to full tuition.
* This scholarship grid is subject to change. Actual
scholarship amounts may increase when subject to
a complete applicant review. Awards amounts are for
full-time Laurel campus students only.

Visit www.captechu.edu to learn more
about Capitol Technology University.

Capitol Technology University is located on a
suburban campus in Laurel, Maryland, near
Washington, DC and Baltimore, where you will find
a friendly atmosphere, leading-edge academic
programs, small classes, impressive educational
resources, and comfortable residence halls.

LEARN. BUILD. SUCCEED.
Capitol Technology University is the only independent university in Maryland dedicated to engineering, computer science,
information technology, and business. Founded in 1927, Capitol Tech is a regionally accredited institution that blends
academic excellence with practical learning experiences and provides a hands-on education that prepares students for a
range of challenging and competitive careers. The university’s suburban location, halfway between Washington, DC and
Baltimore, affords the university the opportunity to remain committed to its mission through collaborations with local
business and government agencies.
GET TO KNOW US MORE AT A VIRTUAL INFO SESSION
If you are interested in attending one of our virtual info sessions to
learn more about our programs, student life, and exclusive job guarantee,
visit www.captechu.edu.

800.950.1992

captechu.edu

